The general goal of present research is to study factors affecting improvement of efficiency and effectiveness among staffs of Shiraz University of medical science. This is an applied research in terms of objective and this is a descriptive co relational research in terms of information collection. Information was collected by library in field form. Statistical population includes all personnel of Shiraz University of medical science (900 people). Concerning Cochrans table, the number of samples was 269. The simple random sampling was used. The researcher-conducted questionnaire has been used to collect information and to study factors affecting the improvement of efficiency and effectiveness among personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. The questionnaires were designed based on Five-point Likert scale and the questionnaire contains 27 items. The validity and reliability of the questionnaire were confirmed. Various statistical methods have been applied to analyze data resulted from the questionnaire. Descriptive statistical method, relative frequency distribution table and percentage diagrams have been used in descriptive part of the research. Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Pearson correlation as well as Friedman tests have been used to study data normality in inferential statistical section. Results indicated that there was a significant relationship between organizational culture, incentive, technological factors, staffs' training and the effectiveness and efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. The sequence of efficiency indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science shows that organizational culture of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science is in the first place using Friedman test. Incentive, technological factors and staff training are in the second, third and fourth place respectively. Furthermore, Friedman test of the sequence of effectiveness indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science indicates that technology with mean of 5 is in the first place. Incentive, staff training and organizational culture are in the second, third and fourth place respectively. It is suggested that indicators of organizational culture and technology are paid attention by authorities for organizational effectiveness and efficiency. 
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**ABSTRACT**

Human source is considered as one of valuable organizational capitals, the most important competitive advantage and the rarest source in knowledge-based economy. This is the most important organizational capital due to its considerable effect on organizational effectiveness. Nowadays, organizations and managers are trying to attract the best and the most expert human sources using different strategies and approaches. Social nature of human being causes it to communicate with different aspects of society and other groups. In such societies, communication is one of the most important factors for development, promotion and success of human being. Organizational effectiveness is a concept by which the organization meets its goals using special sources without wasting sources as well as without destroying the members of society. In fact, organizational effectiveness shows how much the organization is closed to its goals. In other words, it shows how the organization realizes its goals. In
literature of management, effectiveness is defined as performing right tasks and efficiency is defined as performing works truly. The concept of effectiveness is inside the concept of efficiency. Effectiveness should be defined necessarily in the framework of a certain program which is under evaluation. Effectiveness means to study effectiveness of measures taken for reaching pre-determined goals. In other words, the goals' realization is measured in an effectiveness research. But, it seems that we should step further to define the concept of effectiveness meaning that effectiveness is gained in an educational period when first, educational requirements are recognized clearly. Second, an appropriate program should be designed to meet needs. Third, such program should be implemented correctly. Fourth, the educational process as well as targets should be evaluated properly\(^1\). An important point about effectiveness is that the educational process and its realization should be considered correctly before studying how to measure targets. Studying the history of quality shows that in the past not so long ago, producers considered inspection of finished product to ensure the quality. Inspection was done when the product was produced and there was no opportunity for solving possible errors. When quality security was outlined, the quality and its security were dealt in different processes of the production. It is also the case in educational effectiveness. It means that absolute measurement of effectiveness at the end of educational period is not a complete approach. Educational effectiveness and quality should be created and ensured during educational process then: they should be studied and measured at the end of process to ensure correct measures and goal realization\(^2\). The organization, as a social institution, makes a kind of organizational relationship among people beyond routine communications due to fundamental goals. It is evident that managers pay attention to such communications and how they are oriented to organizational goals. Managers found that effective relationship with human sources as well as perception of relational motivations of staff are effective factors on reaching predetermined goals of the organization\(^3\). Ebrahimnejad et al. studied the relationship between strategic-expert knowledge share and productivity indicators of effectiveness and efficiency in insurance companies of Khorasan\(^4\). He came up with the conclusion that there was a positive and significant relationship between strategic-expert knowledge share and productivity indicators of effectiveness and efficiency. Therefore, it seems that favorable use of strategic-expert knowledge share can increase productivity of insurance industry. Hosseini et al. studied the relationship between moral behavior and organizational efficiency and effectiveness\(^5\). He concluded that moral behaviors increased organizational efficiency and effectiveness as well as organizational health and they reduced corruption. Salamati et al. studied factors affecting effectiveness and efficiency of staffs and managers from view of change-based thought\(^6\). The statistical population was 221 employees of national bank of Mandoab. The sample size was 120 people who were chosen randomly. It was a descriptive analysis and Pearson correlation test has been used. There was a significant relationship between factors affecting efficiency and effectiveness from thinking view. Therefore, the present research aims to study factors affecting improvement of organizational efficiency and effectiveness among personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. The present research is going to answer following question: what factors are effective on improvement of efficiency and effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science? How factors affecting improvement of efficiency and effectiveness among personnel of Shiraz University of medical science are prioritized from viewpoints of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science?

**METHODS**

This is a descriptive-surveying research and statistical population includes all personnel of Shiraz University of medical science (900 people). To determine the sample size, Cochran table was used. Concerning Cochran table, 269 samples were chosen among 5105 persons. The simple random sampling was applied. The researcher-conducted questionnaire was used as the measuring instrument based on theoretical framework. The questionnaires were designed based on five-point Likert scale including 5 ranges (very low, low, average, high, and very high). The scores of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were allocated ranging from very low to very high. The questionnaire contains 27 items. Face validity of items was confirmed by professors and construct validity of the questionnaire was confirmed via exploratory factor analysis. The questionnaire's reliability was obtained by Cronbach's coefficient alpha. Therefore, total reliability coefficient was obtained as 0.87. Results have been analyzed by SPSS and descriptive and inferential statistics were used.

**RESULTS**

As seen in Table 1, following variables play role respectively in factors affecting efficiency. First, organizational culture of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science had the highest effect (correlation coefficient: 0.959) on efficiency. The second variable is incentive with correlation coefficient of 0.907. The third variable is technology with correlation coefficient of 0.897. The fourth variable is staffs' training with correlation coefficient of 0.774. All above variables had direct significant relationship with efficiency. As seen in Table 2, following variables play role in staffs’ effectiveness. First, organizational culture of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science had the highest effect (correlation coefficient: 0.938) on effectiveness. The second variable is technology with correlation coefficient of 0.924. The third variable is incentive with correlation coefficient of 0.915. The fourth variable is staffs' training with correlation coefficient of 0.820. All above variables had direct significant relationship with effectiveness. Now, indicators of efficiency and effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science are organized according to importance.
According to Table 3, priority of efficiency indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science (using Friedman test) shows that organizational culture of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science (mean of 4) obtained the first place. Incentive (2.98), technological factors (2.02) and staffs’ training (1) obtained respectively the second to the fourth places. The significance level of efficiency and effectiveness indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science was equal to 0.000 and it was significant at 95% level and the amount of $X^2$ was 697.282.

In this section, the ranks and priority of effectiveness indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science are addressed. In Table 4, the priority of effectiveness indicator of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science (using Friedman test) shows that among research variables, technology with mean of 5, incentive with mean of 3.59, staffs’ training with mean of 2.86 and organizational culture with mean of 2.19 were respectively in the first, second, third, and fourth places. The significance level of effectiveness indicator of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science was equal to 0.000 in 95% level. The amount of $X^2$ was equal to 913.795.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

The present research aims to answer following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1:** organizational culture has a significant effect on improvement of efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Correlation coefficient of the variables is 0.959 and their significance level is 0.000 which is below 0.01. Such hypothesis is confirmed by 99%. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between organizational culture and efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. H0 is rejected and H1 is confirmed. Thus, improvement of organizational culture increases efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. The result is consistent with following researches: Mahanaty et al. studied the effect of organizational culture on organizational efficiency and effectiveness\(^1\). The paper evaluated the pressure of organizational culture on organizational effectiveness and efficiency. The evaluation of organizational culture of three different organizations showed that organizational culture can stimulate efficiency and effectiveness in organizations by different ways. It was concluded that efficiency and effectiveness explored the experience of culture in the work place. Many people tried to enhance efficiency and effectiveness among employees. Martiz and Blanch et al. studied organizational culture with creativity, effectiveness and efficiency of the building managers\(^ 1\). They concluded that there is a significant relationship between organizational culture, creativity, effectiveness and efficiency. The result is consistent with present research. Shalio et al. and Gilson et al. studied group, individual and organizational factors affecting on efficiency and effectiveness. They concluded that time source; group communication system and organizational structure are effective on individual efficiency and effectiveness. The result was in agreement with present research. Argan et al. studied organizational culture and stated that the organization should use efficient, sensitive and thoughtful employees to cope with threats and to apply opportunities. Such employees not only should perform their tasks but also, they have to show spontaneous behaviors thus they are valued by managers beyond job description. This event will influence directly on organizational effectiveness because managers cannot predict all possible activities the employees want to perform\(^ 1\).

**Hypothesis 2:** organizational culture has a significant effect on improvement of effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Correlation coefficient of the variables is 0.938 and their significance level is 0.000 which is below 0.01. Such hypothesis is confirmed by 99%. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between organizational culture and effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. H0 is rejected and H1 is confirmed. Thus, improvement of organizational culture increases effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Silver Tonney et al. studied the relationship between organizational culture and effectiveness of staffs of shipping organization development association and concluded that there was a positive and significant relationship between organizational culture and effectiveness. The result was consistent with present research. Watson concluded that organizational culture had significant effect on the effectiveness of higher education institutes.

**Hypothesis 3:** incentive has a significant effect on improvement of efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Correlation coefficient of the variables is 0.907 and their significance level is 0.000 which is below 0.01. Such hypothesis is confirmed by 99%. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between incentive and efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. H0 is rejected and H1 is confirmed. Thus, proper incentive increases the efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Politiz et al. found that organizational factors such as organizational climate encouraged employees to collaborate and influenced on their efficiency. This is consistent with present research. Alvani et al. concluded that lack of job motivation is considered as a problem for efficiency and effectiveness. Minchuk et al. studied efficiency, motivation and effectiveness and concluded that there was a significant difference in the small size of components of motivation and efficiency\(^ 1\). This was consistent with present research. The results of LSD test suggest that incentive is one of the important indicators of organizational efficiency and effectiveness. Veronika et al. studied efficiency and effectiveness and found that giving proper incentives to real authorities is an effective factor on increasing efficiency and effectiveness of suggestion system\(^ 2\). The individual who is active in suggestion system should be supported by managers. The result is consistent with present research. When the individual is being paid attention, he/she will try well in direction of offering suggestions.
Hypothesis 4: incentive factor has a significant effect on improvement of effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Correlation coefficient of the variables is 0.915 and their significance level is 0.000 which is below 0.01. Such hypothesis is confirmed by 99%. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between incentive and effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. H0 is rejected and H1 is confirmed. Thus, improvement of incentives increases the effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Many researches show that lack of incentives for job performance reduces optimal implementation of works. Managers may believe that salaries are proper incentives for employees. Although, salary is an effective factor on maintenance and performance of employees, they want different and various incentives due to their performance. The incentive can be material or immaterial. Incentives can include smiling, verbal appreciation, shaking the head for satisfaction. Managers should develop favorable performance in organizations using various incentives.

Hypothesis 5: technology has a significant effect on improvement of efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Correlation coefficient of the variables is 0.897 and their significance level is 0.000 which is below 0.01. Such hypothesis is confirmed by 99%. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between technology and efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. H0 is rejected and H1 is confirmed. Thus, improvement of technology increases efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. According to Alvani et al. the selection and application of a proper technology, as a mean for doing works, are effective on the increase or reduction of productivity. The selection of instruments, machineries, methods and other manufacturing instruments of products and services can be effective on reduction of costs and increase of organizational outputs. The results are consistent with present research. Pelaya et al. studied the effect of technology on productivity, efficiency and effectiveness of libraries and concluded that technology played a positive role in reduction of concentration, improvement of education and increase of effective and efficient communications in the library. The result is in agreement with present research. Crowston et al. came up with the conclusion that there was a significant relationship between development of information and communication technology and organizational components. The development of information technology influences the activities of staffs and increases interorganizational communicating channels. Furthermore, the processes are improved and organization as well as employees’ efficiencies are increased. They are consistent with present research. Himoving et al. studied 238 manufacturing companies and concluded that use of technology had a significant effect on both company’s structure and company’s activities and performance. Salamati et al. studied factors affecting efficiency and effectiveness of employees and managers and he concluded that technology was one of factors affecting efficiency and effectiveness. This is in agreement with present research.

Hypothesis 6: technology has a significant effect on improvement of effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science.

Hypothesis 7: Staffs’ training has a significant effect on improvement of efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Correlation coefficient of the variables is 0.774 and their significance level is 0.000 which is below 0.01. Such hypothesis is confirmed by 99%. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between staffs’ training and efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. H0 is rejected and H1 is confirmed. Thus, improvement of staffs’ training increases efficiency of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. According to Alvani et al., staffs’ training for empowerment and efficiency of those working in governmental systems has been known as one of strategic programs of governmental management throughout the world because everything depends on the quality of staffs’ training. IBM Company allocated 2 milliard dollars to staff training programs in 1985. It is noteworthy that net profit of IBM was annually 6 milliard dollars. On average, Japanese employees participated in in-service programs within 28 days per year. The facts and statistics about training of human source in other countries show its importance in development of productivity. Ebrahimnejad et al. studied the relationship between strategic-expert knowledge share and productivity indicators of effectiveness and efficiency in insurance companies of Khorasan. He came up with the conclusion that there was a positive and significant relationship between strategic-expert knowledge share and productivity indicators of effectiveness and efficiency. Therefore, it seems that favorable use of strategic-expert knowledge share can increase productivity of insurance industry. Hosseini et al. studied the relationship between training and organizational efficiency and effectiveness. He concluded that educational behaviors increased organizational efficiency and effectiveness as well as organizational health and they reduced corruption. The result is consistent with present research. Jasim et al. stated in his research that staffs’ training is one of factors that have been mentioned in many papers as a factor for increasing effectiveness of suggestion system which is consistent with present research.

Hypothesis 8: Staff training has a significant effect on improvement of effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Correlation coefficient of the variables is 0.820 and their significance level is 0.000 which is below 0.01. Such hypothesis is confirmed by 99%. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between staffs’ training and effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. H0 is rejected and H1 is confirmed. Thus, improvement of staffs’ training increases effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science which is consistent with present research.

Hypothesis 9: prioritization of efficiency and effectiveness of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science (using Freidman test) shows the order
of efficiency indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science. Among indicators, organizational culture of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science (mean of 4) obtained the first place. Incentive (2.98), technological factors (2.02) and staffs’ training (1) obtained respectively the second, third and the fourth places. The significance level of efficiency and effectiveness indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science was equal to 0.000 at 95% level and the amount of $X^2$ was 697.282.

In addition, prioritization of effectiveness indicator of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science shows that among research processes, technology with mean of 3.95, staffs’ training with mean of 2.86 and organizational culture obtained the second, third and fourth places respectively. Significance level of effectiveness indicator of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science is equal to 0.000 (95%) and $X^2$ is equal to 913.795.
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### Table 1: Correlation coefficient of research hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors affecting efficiency</th>
<th>Organizational culture</th>
<th>Incentive</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Staffs’ training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Pearson correlation coefficient</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance level</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Correlation coefficient of research hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors affecting effectiveness</th>
<th>Organizational culture</th>
<th>Incentive</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Staffs’ training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staffs’ effectiveness</td>
<td>Pearson correlation coefficient</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance level</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: The ranks of efficiency indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency indicator</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
<th>Freedom degree</th>
<th>$X^2$</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational culture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>697.282</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffs' training</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Ranking effectiveness indicators of personnel of Shiraz University of medical science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency indicator</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
<th>Freedom degree</th>
<th>$X^2$</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>913.795</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffs' training</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational culture</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>